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The Telders International Law Moot Court Competition has been held each year since 1977, which
means that the 2017 edition marked the fortieth anniversary of the competition. Thirty-nine universities
registered for the competition and National Rounds were held in eight countries to
determine which teams would proceed to the International Rounds in The Hague.
This year, the students pleaded “The Twigan Cultural Centre Dispute”, which touched upon
different areas of international law, such as the law of treaties and diplomatic immunity. The written
memorials lead to challenging exchanges of views during the International Semi-Finals which were held
at the Grotius Centre for International Legal Studies and the Final Round in the Great Hall of Justice.
The Supervisory Board congratulates the winning teams, and thanks all the talented teams
which have taken part in the Competition and joined us in the celebration of the fortieth
edition. The Board would also like to thank all the Judges, members of the National and International Board of Review as well the Judge Assistants who donated their valuable time. Finally, the Supervisory Board and Telders Organizing Office wish to express their sincere gratitude to
all sponsors which have pledged their support to the Telders Competition in many different ways.
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Professor B.M. Telders (1903-1945)
Preface
The Telders International Law Moot Court Competition is named after
Professor Benjamin Marius Telders, who first became a professor of
international law at Leiden University in 1931. Telders was extremely interested
in why and how law operated. He considered international law to be a unique
study and challenge, since it was - and in many respects still is - undefined
and interwoven with history and politics. Professor Telders was respected for
his sharp mind and frequently had the honour to represent his country, The
Netherlands, before the Permanent Court of International Justice,
predecessor of the International Court of Justice.
His interests and activities were not, however, limited to international law. Professor
Telders was a man who enjoyed life to the fullest. He spent his time doing various other activities as playing the
piano, editing a literary magazine and leading a political party. These other activities complemented his duties
as a professor and a lawyer.
His approach to law was a practical one. Problems were meant to be solved, but not in
contravention with important legal principles such as the rule of law and civil society. Professor Telders
stood and fought for those principles even in the most difficult of times during the Second World War. Even
being imprisoned for four and a half years did not break him morally or mentally, but made him more
determined. He continued to write about international law, using a small pencil and match sticks.
His fellow prisoners had great respect for his ability to put moral guidance and leadership into practice.
Professor Telders died in the concentration camp of Bergen-Belsen in April 1945.
Two years later, in 1947, former students of Professor Telders founded the Telders Students
Society of International Law (Telders Dispuut) in commemoration of their Professor. The first Telders
International Law Moot Court Competition was organised in 1977 on the occasion of the 30th anniversary of
the Telders Students Society for International Law.
Now, 40 years after the first competition, the Telders Moot Court continues to maintain and live up
to the legacy of the learned professor of international law.
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Telders Case 2017
The Twigan Cultural Centre Dispute
1. The Republic of Twiga (“Twiga”) is a small State with a dynamic economy. Besides being rich in natural
resources, the country has many industries that are active in the aerospace, defence and security sectors. It
also has a vivid artistic and cultural scene. Twiga has been a member of the United Nations since 1961, when
it gained independence.
2. The Republic of Pundamilia (“Pundamilia”), also a member of the United Nations, is a large but sparsely
populated country. Its economy relies mostly on farming and trade of agricultural products, and on tourism.
3. Both countries have filed a declaration accepting the jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice under
Article 36(2) of the Court’s Statute. Neither of these declarations contains any reservation.
4. Pundamilia and Twiga are also party to the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.
5. In an attempt to foster international peace and security and strengthen their economic relations,
Pundamilia and Twiga concluded a military assistance agreement called “Military Assistance Agreement
between the Republic of Twiga and the Republic of Pundamilia” (henceforth “Military Assistance Agreement”)
in June 1992. The relevant provisions of the Military Assistance Agreement are set out in Annex I.
6. The two countries also have long-standing diplomatic relations. Both States are party to the 1961
Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations. Upon signing the Convention, in December 1961, Pundamilia
appended a reservation in relation to Article 31; this reservation was confirmed on ratification. The reservation
reads as follows: “The Government of the Republic of Pundamilia considers that Articles 31 and 37 are to be
interpreted as granting a diplomatic agent and the members of his family immunity from the criminal
jurisdiction of the receiving State except in relation to professional or commercial activities.” Twiga ratified the
Convention on 2 February 1962, without reservations.
7. The diplomatic mission of Twiga in Pundamilia is located at 20 Baobab Street, a quiet neighbourhood of
Savannah, the capital city of Pundamilia.

8. In 2014 the Government of Twiga appointed Mr Fisi, a high-ranking diplomat, as Ambassador to Pundamilia.
The Ambassador’s wife, Mrs Fisi – a Twigan national – is the sister of a prominent General in the Twigan Armed
Forces who, in 2012, became Twiga’s Minister of Defence. Mrs Fisi does not share her brother’s interest in
military matters; she is very fond of art, and owns a large private collection of Twigan paintings and sculptures.
9. In September 2014, after consulting her husband, Mrs Fisi bought, using her own money, the premises
located at 22 Baobab Street, adjacent to the embassy’s building. These premises are those of a one-storey building that is approximately 100 square meters in size. It consists of a large room at the front, two smaller rooms
at the back and a bathroom. In Baobab Street this building has its own independent entrance that is located 20
meters away from the embassy’s entrance. Mrs Fisi’s project was to set up a cultural centre in this building to display her private art collection, which would contribute to the promotion of cultural exchanges between Twiga
and Pundamilia.
10. Once Mrs Fisi took possession of the building, she used the front room for an exhibition of paintings
and sculptures made by Twigan artists. One of the back rooms served as a space to host workshops on the
traditional Twigan painting technique; she used the other room in the back of the building as an office space.
She kept mostly paperwork in this office and had a computer, but for printing facilities and phone calls she
relied on the embassy’s equipment. On the wall next to the building’s front door, she put a plaque saying “Twigan
Cultural Centre”. She also asked the security guards stationed outside the embassy to keep an eye on the Cultural
Centre’s front door.
11. The opening of the Twigan Cultural Centre was a success, attracting lots of visitors from the local population
and tourists. Some of the visitors expressed an interest in purchasing items from the Cultural Centre, but were
told by Mrs Fisi that these items were not for sale.
12. Approximately three months after the opening of the Cultural Centre, Mrs Fisi wanted to purchase
a sculpture for the garden of her country house in Pundamilia. The sculpture she liked was very expensive. She
decided to put some of the most beautiful paintings and sculptures in the Cultural Centre on sale, and use the
money to buy the sculpture. When she sold the items, she decided to transfer 30% of the proceeds from the sale
to the embassy’s bank account, since she was using some of the embassy’s services, including for security.
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13. Thereafter, Mrs Fisi gradually but steadily increased the sale of artwork from the Twigan Cultural Centre.
Within six months of the opening of the Cultural Centre, half of the artworks displayed there – comprising 100
items in total – were for sale. At that point in time, the art collection included two sculptures by an artist from
neighbouring country Kima and some paintings by Van Tembo, a XIX century painter also from Kima, who
was famous all over the continent for his landscape paintings. Many visitors were surprised at the presence of
these Van Tembo masterpieces in the Twigan Cultural Centre. These paintings sold very well, and the volume
of sales of the Cultural Centre increased considerably. Mrs Fisi kept transferring 30% of the proceeds to the
embassy’s bank account. She never paid taxes on the property hosting the Twigan Cultural Centre, which she
owned, or on the income resulting from the sales. Throughout the operation of the Cultural Centre, she kept
hosting free workshops on the traditional Twigan painting technique in the room that was devoted to that
purpose.
14. On 15 June 2015, about nine months after the opening of the Twigan Cultural Centre, Twiga bought
from Mrs Fisi the premises where the Cultural Centre was located at 22 Baobab Street, with the stated
intention of expanding the premises of the diplomatic mission. Builders contracted by the embassy opened two
doors in the wall dividing the premises of the diplomatic mission from those of the Cultural Centre, so that it
became possible to access the Cultural Centre directly from the embassy. A sign “Diplomatic Mission of the
Republic of Twiga in Pudamilia” was put at the entrance of the Cultural Centre, just above the plaque “Twigan
Cultural Centre”. A pole displaying the Twigan flag was also put at the entrance. Nonetheless,
visitors continued to come in the Cultural Centre to look at the artwork, and occasionally purchase
some items from Mrs Fisi. Twiga’s embassy in Pundamilia did not communicate to the authorities of the
receiving State that it was using the premises located at 22 Baobab Street for the purposes of the
diplomatic mission, nor did it send a formal request for protection of the new premises to Pundamilia’s authorities.
15. Under the Pundamilian Code of Criminal Procedure, individuals who believe they have been the victims
of a crime can file an individual complaint with the Public Prosecutor. In September and October 2015, three
Pundamilian citizens filed separate complaints with the Pundamilia Public Prosecutor against Mrs Fisi,
alleging that she sold them a fake Van Tembo painting for 10,000 Pundamilian dollars each. They also
initiated a civil action against the Ambassador’s wife to recover the money. The investigation uncovered
that fake Van Tembo paintings were traded from a small atelier in Mrs Fisi’s hometown in Twiga to various
countries, including Pundamilia.

16. On 13 January 2016, Pundamilian police searched the premises of the Twigan Cultural Centre as part of the
investigation into Mrs Fisi’s conduct. There they found and seized a Van Tembo painting which Pundamilian
investigating authorities claimed to be a fake.
17. On 14 January 2016, Twiga’s embassy in Pundamilia sent a Note Verbale to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Pundamilia to protest against Pundamilia’s breaches of the inviolability of the premises of the Twigan embassy in
Pudamilia. The Note Verbale explained that Twiga owns the building located at 22 Baobab Street, which it uses
for the performance of certain functions of its diplomatic mission. The embassy further requested Pundamilia to
respect the inviolability of the premises of its diplomatic mission and to assure its protection for the future.
18. Two days later, the Savannah investigating judge issued a summons for Mrs Fisi to appear for a
preliminary examination (a step that precedes the issuance of an indictment under Pundamilian law). The judge also
ordered the attachment of the premises of the Twigan Cultural Centre under the Pundamilian Code of Criminal
Procedure. Mrs Fisi did not appear before the investigating judge, claiming she had immunity from the
jurisdiction of the receiving State.
19. On 19 January 2016, Pundamilia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs replied to the Note Verbale of 14 January 2016
informing the Twigan diplomatic mission that the Ministry was unable to grant the diplomatic mission’s request
because the building located at 22 Baobab Street was not part of the premises of the diplomatic mission of the
Republic of Twiga.
20. On 3 February 2016, Twiga’s embassy in Pundamilia sent another Note Verbale to Pundamilia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, suggesting a negotiated solution to the dispute concerning Pundamilia’s failure to
recognize the jurisdictional immunity of Mrs Fisi, as well as the inviolability and immunity of the premises located
at 22 Baobab Street. Pundamilia did not reply.
21. In March 2016, Mrs Fisi was indicted on criminal charges.
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22. In June 2012, the Minister of Defence of Pundamilia had concluded a contract with Twiga Helicopters
Inc., a Twigan firm, for the delivery of 12 military helicopters to Pundamilia. Specifically, Twiga Helicopters
Inc. had undertaken to deliver to Pundamilia two military helicopters within a year of the signing of the
contract, and the remaining 10 helicopters within four years of the said date. The deal was worth 10 million
Pundamilian dollars in total. In June 2013, two helicopters were delivered to Pundamilia, as per the contract.
23. Since the Twigan Cultural Centre incident, the diplomatic relations between Twiga and Pundamilia deteriorated. In a joint press statement in May 2016, Twiga’s Minister of Defence and the Minister of Foreign
Affairs announced that the delivery of military helicopters was suspended in reaction to Pundamilia’s conduct. In this press statement, they declared that: “Pundamilia breached the inviolability and immunity of a
family member of one of Twiga’s diplomatic agents who was performing official functions. It also breached the
inviolability and immunity of the premises of Twiga’s diplomatic mission in Pundamilia. Twiga regards these
violations as acts of the utmost gravity and urges Pundamilia to cease its wrongful conduct immediately.”
24. On 3 July 2016, Twiga filed an application against Pundamilia before the International Court of Justice
Twiga requests the Court to adjudge and declare that:
- By instituting proceedings against Mrs Fisi, Pundamilia breached the immunity from jurisdiction and the
inviolability enjoyed by her under international law, notably the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations
and customary international law.
- By searching and attaching the premises of the Twigan Cultural Centre located at 22 Baobab Street in Savannah, which are the property of the Republic of Twiga and used for the purposes of its diplomatic mission in
Pundamilia, Pundamilia breached its obligations under international law, notably the Vienna Convention.
25. Twiga further requests the Court to order Pundamilia to put an end to the ongoing proceedings against
Mrs Fisi, to recognize the status of the building located at 22 Baobab Street in Savannah as part of the premises of its diplomatic mission in Pundamilia and to ensure its protection as required by international law.
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26. Pundamilia does not contest the jurisdiction of the Court or the admissibility of Twiga’s claims, but requests
the Court to dismiss them on the merits. In addition, it makes a counter-claim, and requests the Court to
adjudge and declare that by suspending the delivery of 10 military helicopters, Twiga breached its obligations
under Article I of the Military Assistance Agreement, and that no circumstance justifies that breach.
27. Twiga does not contest the admissibility of the counter-claim, but requests the Court to dismiss it on the
merits.
28. To this date, Pundamilia has neither discontinued the judicial proceedings against Mrs Fisi nor repealed
the attachment order related to the premises of the Twigan Cultural Centre. The delivery of military helicopters
to Pundamilia is still suspended.
Annex I
Military Assistance Agreement between the Republic of Pundamilia and the Republic of Twiga
The Governments of the Republic of Pundamilia and the Republic of Twiga;
Desiring to foster international peace and security within the framework of the Charter of the United Nations
through measures which will further the ability of nations dedicated to the purposes and principles of the
Charter to participate effectively in arrangements for individual and collective self-defense in support of those
purposes and principles;
Taking into consideration the support that the Government of the Republic of Twiga has brought to these
principles by providing for the furnishing of military assistance to certain nations;
Desiring to set forth the conditions which will govern the furnishing of such assistance;
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Have agreed as follows:
Article I
1. The Government of the Republic of Twiga will make available to the Government of the Republic of Pundamilia equipment, materials, services, or other assistance in accordance with such terms and conditions as
may be agreed. The furnishing of such assistance shall be consistent with the Charter of the United Nations
and may be restricted only for imperative security reasons. The two Governments will, from time to time,
negotiate detailed arrangements necessary to carry out the provisions of this paragraph.
2. The Government of the Republic of Pundamilia will use the assistance exclusively in furtherance of the
purposes of the Charter the United Nations for the promotion of international peace and security and for
strengthening its defenses against aggression.
Article II
The Government of the Republic of Pundamilia undertakes to make available to the Government of the Republic of Twiga the military base of Nyasiville located on its territory.
[…]
Article XXII
This Agreement shall enter into force on the date of signature by the contracting Parties.
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Review Reports
Review Report by the University of Cologne, Winner of the Final Round and The Carnegie Foundation
Award for the Best Memorial on Behalf of the Respondent
We all agree that taking part in the 2017 Telders International Law Moot Court Competition was not only one
of the most challenging, but also one of the most exciting things we have yet done during our studies as law
students at the University of Cologne.
It all started in June 2016 when we applied for one of the open spots in the team and it took us all the way into
the Great Hall of Justice at the Peace Palace in The Hague. Of course sometimes we joked what it would be like
to win the competition. We knew this was just a dream. But, it came true. It was at the beach party that the
TOO announced the participants of the final round this year. We went to the party tired, of course, but very
happy that we had taken part in such a wonderful competition. Even without taking part in the final round this
experience would have meant so much for all of us. We had spent the last seven months learning more about
diplomatic law than we could have ever imagined to learn. We had become “experts” in what to do and what
not to do as a sending or a receiving state. We had learned how to make arguments we could not possibly win.
And, lastly, we had learned how to work as a team. The Telders International Law Moot Court Competition had
taught us so much already.
But, without knowing it, we still had the most exciting part ahead of us. When the eldest judges announced that
Germany was going to represent Pundamilia in the final round the dream actually came true. We would stand
in the Great Hall of Justice and plead in front of judges of the International Court of Justice. There is probably
no greater honour in international law.
To all future participants, yes, it is challenging sometimes, but it is all worth it. As far as we are concerned the
Telders International Law Moot Court Competition was nothing but a great success; not just because we won,
but because we actually had the opportunity to practice international law. We met so many students from all
around Europe who all share our passion for international law. It was – without a doubt – the experience of a
lifetime.
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In the end, we would like to say thank you – to our coach, Nico Herbst, who stuck with us and helped us
wherever he could and needed to; and, of course, to the TOO. The Telders International Law Moot Court
Competition is such a great institution and without your support and organisation it would not be possible.
Thank you.
Review Report by the Leiden University, The Finalist Team Award, The Max Huber Award for Best Overall Score, The Award for the Best Oral Argumentation for the Applicant, and The Best Oralist Award
Firstly, we were honoured to have been chosen to represent Leiden University at the Telders International Moot
Court Competition 2017. When we started our Master’s in Leiden in September 2016, we could never have
imagined what it would be like to represent the University in one of the most prestigious mooting competitions
in the world. All four of us were therefore both surprised and delighted to be considered, let alone selected for
the 2017 Leiden Telders team. We are forever in the debt of our two coaches, Professor Simone van den Driest
and Sophie Starrenburg for inviting us to be part of the Leiden team at the 2017 international rounds, and for all
the help and guidance which they gave to us throughout the year.
Upon being selected for the Telders team in early October 2016, we set to work on the case almost
immediately, as it was released only a few days later. We began looking into the issues for the first
time, while also deciding which side of the case the individual members of the team would represent.
Nikolas Sabján and Conor Keegan were selected to represent the Applicant (the state of Twiga), and
Rehab Jaffer and Peter Sprietsma were chosen represent the Respondent (the state of Pundamilia). Over the
coming months, all four of us began to formulate and hone our arguments for our memorials. Long hours
in the library, the feedback from our coaches and a marathon two weeks of intense revision before the
memorial deadline of January 30th ensured that we produced a memorial with which we were quite happy.
However, the real fun began soon after this, when we began to present our arguments orally before various
staff members of the Leiden Law School. Through many testing and challenging practice sessions, we began to
improve and refine our points of law.
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Review Reports
Reports, continued
We also began to grow in confidence, as questions put to us at the beginning of the oral practice sessions,
which had seemed so tough initially, began to become familiar. Having said this, the guest judges never spared
an opportunity to give us a good grilling on questions to which there were no easy answers. However, this all
contributed to our growing ability to think quickly on our feet and produce coherent responses to difficult
issues. Therefore, we are hugely thankful to the staff of the Leiden Law School for their guidance in this regard!
The competition itself went by almost completely in the blink of an eye. It was fascinating to meet
other teams from all across Europe who had grappled with the case for as long as we had. We were all quite
happy with our performances in the initial rounds, but it was still a complete shock for us when it was
announced that Nikolas and Conor had gotten through to the final. They were honoured for the opportunity
to moot in the Great Hall of Justice in front of HE Judge Peter Tomka, President of the ICJ, HE Amb María
Teresa Infante Caffi, Ambassador of Chile in the Netherlands and HE Judge David Re, Special Tribunal for
Lebanon. We would like to congratulate the outstanding team from the University of Cologne, Germany, on
their win in the final. We were most honoured to receive the Finalist Team Award, the Max Huber Award for
Best Overall Score, the Award for the Best Oral Argumentation for the Applicant and the Best Oralist award.
The experiences of preparing for (and participating in) the Telders International Moot Court
Competition shall remain with us, as will the improvements to our skills of legal research and writing, public
speaking and presentation, as well as the many friends made during preparations and during the competition.
We wish to emphasise that none of this would have been possible without our coaches, the staff of the Leiden
Law School, the Telders Organising Office as well as anyone who helped us out in other ways during the last few
months. Thank you all!
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Review Report by the Democritus University of Thrace, Winner of The Carnegie Foundation Award for the
Best Memorial on Behalf of the Applicant
Being selected to represent your university in a prestigious moot court competition such as the
Telders International Law Moot Court Competition is certainly an honor but at the same time
it is also one of the most difficult experiences that you can go through during your student life.
For the members of our team it was already known that the journey of the Telders is a true Odyssey full of
hardships, sleepless nights, constant argumentations with the professors and the other team members and an
absolute lack of personal and spare time. However, even for us that we already knew in what we were getting
into the intensity and the amount of the effort that was necessary throughout the year was a genuine surprise.
The entire period of the preparation of the memorials will be remembered by all of us as both extremely hard and
extremely pleasing at the same time. Having to find arguments, search in books, journals, electronic databases
in order to support your opinion and at the same time contribute to the argumentation of the other side was
a truly remarkable feat which was achieved under difficult circumstances which included but were not limited
to the lack of sleep and personal life and the consumption of huge quantities of coffee and junk food. But at the
end of the deadline we were in general satisfied with the final result and after a short period of university exams
and rest we were ready to embark for the second part of our journey, the preparation for the oral procedure.
We will always remember with nostalgia the months that we prepared our speeches and our argumentation, how we
fought with the help of our professors and fellow students our fear of speaking and developing our ideas in front of other
people or how some of us tried to at least mildly improve our heavy accent. We will also never forget our excitement
when we got in our hands the memorials of our opponents and we realized that we were in the final part of this race.
The best part of the year however was our days in The Hague for the competition. Even though we were
quite nervous at the beginning our instructors made us understand that it’s about the journey not the destination and that the results do not matter as long as we are satisfied with our work and with our performance. Even though we were not totally convinced at the time, now that everything is said and done we
understand how right they were. And when the final night came we understood that the destination was as
beautiful as the journey itself. Top five finishes for both the applicants and the respondents, award for the
best memorial on behalf of the applicant and second place for the memorial on behalf of the respondent.

Review Reports, continued
And when the results were announced we danced and we laughed and we cried and we drank. And when the night
was done we returned to our rooms and slept relaxed for the first time in months not being able to fully realized
that a truly full year was finally over.
At this point we would like to thank first and foremost our fellow students George Grammatopoulos and Foto
Pappa who were participants last year and this year operated both as our coaches and psychotherapists because
without them we wouldn’t be able to survive through the year. Secondly we would like to thank our coach Hara
Aroni and also last year’s coach Akis Papastavridis because they tolerated us for an entire year and provided us
with invaluable guidelines and advices. Finally we would like to thank our University and especially Professor
Konstantinos Antonopoulos for the funding and all the material and moral help. In order to finish this text we
would like to provide some advice to all the future moot court participants. If you can participate do it, it is a
unique experience. But before you do it make sure that you are totally committed and make every second count
both academically and personally as it is something that you will remember for your entire life.
Review Report by theLaw Society of Ireland, The Award for the Best Oral Argumentation for the Respondent and The Runner-Up Best Oralist Award
The Law Society of Ireland
Gavin Anderson, Wuraola Olatunbosun, Glen Rogers and Faye Rowlands
The Law Society of Ireland team was picked following a short written submission and presentation in front of the
Society’s. As trainee solicitors, our firms encouraged us to get involved in these types of competitions, recognising
the great benefits of involvement itself but also the benefits of becoming a competent speaker as one progresses in
one’s legal career.
Once our team was chosen we immediately got to debating and researching this year’s case, writing our memorials
as we went. While the research was certainly interesting, none of us had any international law experience so it
was a challenging experience. As a team we felt strong entering into the national final round. This round was held
in the impressive mock courtroom at Blackhall Place where we faced-off against the Society’s old rival, the King’s
Inns. We were delighted to come out victorious on this occasion but the Inns were extremely impressive both in
their written submissions and oral pleadings.
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They were also incredibly graceful in their narrow defeat. Defeating the Inns meant that we would travel to
The Hague between 17 – 20 May to represent Ireland at the international finals.
The standard of participants at the international rounds was excellent and we were up against strong teams
from some of the top universities in Europe. Over the few days in The Hague we came up against four countries: Sweden, Ukraine, France and Bulgaria.
In the end, our team was delighted to place second overall in the competition, based on our written memorials
and oral pleadings for both the Applicant and Respondent. This was the Law Society’s highest ranking to date
at Telders. We also won first prize for Best Oral Argument on behalf of the Respondent and Wuraola was the
Runner-Up Best Oralist. Walking up to receive our prizes in the Great Hall of Justice at the Peace Palace, the
seat of the ICJ, is something we will never forget!
The trip to The Hague was a fantastic experience and while the mooting aspect was challenging, there was a
very enjoyable social side to the trip. We met some fantastic characters, both judges and participants, with
whom we will be eager to keep in touch. On a professional level it was great to gain so many international
contacts in the legal sphere.
While there was a great deal of work involved, as trainee solicitors, we would highly recommend participating in Telders. We have benefited enormously from the experience, from improving our advocacy skills to
fine-tuning our research and writing skills. We have found that these skills have flowed directly into the workplace, with regard to making presentations, conducting research, and also becoming more assertive during
meetings and consultations.
It was an honour to represent Ireland at the international round of Telders 2017. Finally, we are indebted to
our coach, Eva Massa, without whom we could not have accomplished anything – we thank her for her tireless dedication in preparing us at all stages of the competition (and frequently at unsocial hours!). We are
also very grateful to the Law Society and to our firms (Beauchamps, Matheson, McCann FitzGerald and A&L
Goodbody) for their constant support and sponsorship.

Review Reports, continued
Review Report by Prof. Mia Wouters, The Best Judge Award
The evening before going to Den Haag to serve as one of the judges at the prestigious Telders Moot Court, reminded me of the Christmas evenings when I was a youngster: anxious to see the great presents Saint Nicolas would
bring the next day.
I already had an indication of what was waiting for me after having read the memorials of the teams I was going to
judge. I knew I was in for some high standard interactions. This year’s case was a very balanced one. You could,
without being controversial, argue both sides of the case and put forward both classic and innovative arguments in
favour of “your” claims. The writer of the case had done an immense job.
When I entered the university the first morning to take up my assignment, I was surrounded by fine young people
who were willing to take that little extra step in life to reach their dreams. These are students with a purpose. A
purpose to succeed in life. And they will!
They were soon going to find out that their respect, for the rich diversification in culture and legal thinking of
the different teams from around the world, would forge friendships for life. I like to call this the “Telders bonus”.
Students compete with each other in order to excel and in honour of their mutual respect, they discover profound
camaraderie, which is so typical for Telders, and tolerance which will serve them throughout their lives. I have
been following up with several of the students I encountered at the Moot Court and I can honestly say, each of
them is excelling in life. They really make me proud.
May I take this opportunity to congratulate Ms. Mette Leons and her team for the impeccable organization. Year
after year she does the impossible to fulfil everybody’s wishes and is turning Telders into a wonderful experience
for each participant: students, judges and staff alike.
I am sure the students will always think back on the Telders experience as one of the finest and most remarkable
things they have witnessed in their young life.
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But I also want to extend my best wishes to all of the participating students. It is a living testimony what youth is
capable of. They put a lot of time and effort into studying the case, reading books, developing arguments, asking
for advise, and preparing to plead the case.
Kudo’s to you my friends.
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Participating Teams
Belarus
England
International University “MITSO”
University of Sheffield
Team coach:		
Team coaches:		
Ms. Bríd Ní Ghráinne
Team members:
Ms. Viktoryia Antanovich
			Mr. Damian Gonzalez-Salzberg
			Ms. Veranika Melianets			
Team members:
Ms. Leyla Gayibova
			Ms. Alena Kholad
			Mr. Connor Brown
			Ms. Anastasiya Maksimava
			Mr. Brandon Ashford
			Ms. Georgia Banks
Bulgaria
Estonia
Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski”
University of Tartu
Team coach:		
Ms. Meglena Antonova Antonova
Team coaches:		
Ms. Heli Hirsik
Team members:
Ms. Svetlozara Radoslavova Stoyanova 			Ms. Katre Luhamaa
			Ms. Ana Svetoslavova Mihova			
Team members:
Ms. Helery Maidlas
			Mr. Bozhidar Bochev Pukov			
			Mr. Taavi Kõiv
			
Mr. Nedko Radkov Radev
			Ms. Carmel Tellis
			Mr. Alan Paas
Denmark
University of Southern Denmark
Team coaches:		
Ms. Ulrike Barten
			
Ms. Julie Abildgaard Poulsen
Team members:
Ms. Petra Gavalcová
			
Ms. Duha Abdul Salam Saleh			
			
Ms. Mia Udengaard Mikkelsen		
			
Mr. Christian Wulff Kirketorp
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Finland
University of Helsinki
Team coaches:		
Mr. Ukri Soirila
			Ms. Susanna Kaavi
Team members:
Ms. Liisa Alahuhta
			Ms. Florine Guerrero
			Mr. Rasmus Korvenoja
			Mr. Mikolaj Szafranski

		

France
Greece
Université Catholique de Lille
Demokritus University of Thrace
Team coaches:		
Mr. Davide Zecca
Team coaches:		
Ms. Charikleia Aroni
			Ms. Roxanna Nazari
			Ms. Foto Pappa
Team members:
Ms. Léa Tisne
Extra staff: 		
Mr. Georgios Grammatopoulos
			Ms. Lauryane Leneveu		
Team members:
Ms. Athina Mavridou
			Ms. Axelle Bourgouin
			
Mr. Paschalis Chatzopoulos
			Ms. Léa Haïdar
			
Ms. Eleni Gerasoudi Anomitri
			
Ms. Maria Despoina Psaromiligkou
Georgia
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
Team coach:		
Ms. Tamta Zaalishvili
Team members:
Ms. Tamta Shamatava
			Ms. Nana Kruashvili
			Mr. Nika Ivanidze
			Ms. Gvantsa Elgendashvili

Hungary
Eötvös Loránd University
Team coaches:		
Ms. Orsolya Csaba
			Mr. Máté Csernus
Team members:
Ms. Dorottya Baglyas
			Ms. Lilla Bartuszek
			
Mr. Dániel Roland Fodor
			Mr. Zoltán Kállai

Germany
University of Cologne
Team coach:		
Mr. Nico Herbst
Team members:
Ms. Hanna Keller
			Ms. Lisa Kujus
			Ms. Katharina Koch
			Mr. Tobias Meier

Ireland
The Law Society of Ireland
Team coach:		
Ms. Eva Massa
Team members:
Mr. Gavin Anderson
			Ms. Wuraola Olatunbosum
			Mr. Glen Rogers
			Ms. Faye Rowlands

			

Participating Teams
Poland
Leiden
University of Wrocław
Leiden University
Ms. Maja Zając
Team coaches:		
Dr. Simone van den Driest			Team coaches:		
			Dr.
Wojciech Kilarski
			Ms. Sophie Starrenburg
Team members:
Ms. Jessica Sawicka
Team members:
Ms. Rehab Jaffer
			
Ms. Camilla Nykamb
			Mr. Conor Keegan
			
Ms. Diana Madibekova
			Mr. Nikolas Sabján
			
Ms. Katarzyna Musiał
			Mr. Peter Sprietsma
The Netherlands
Utrecht University
Team coaches:		
			
Team members:
			
			
			

Dr. Otto Spijkers
Ms. Rozemarijn Roland Holst
Ms. Zara Mathew
Mr. Sebastian Mellab
Mr. Konstantinos Kakavoulis
Mr. Alexander Scerri Herrera

Poland
University of Lodz
Team coach:		
Ms. Joanna Polatynska
Team members:
Ms. Zuzanna Blazejewska
			Ms. Katarzyna Grodzka
			Mr. Konrad Korzeniowski
			Mr. Rafal Sikora
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Romania
West University of Timişoara
Team coach:		
Ms. Sorina Doroga
Team members:
Ms. Sena Birgean
			Ms. Maria Jude
					Ms. Alexandra Motica
			Ms. Ioana Petruse
Russian Federation
National Research University Higher School of Economics
Team coach:		
Ms. Nataliya Sekretareva
Team members:
Ms. Elina Arazakaeva
			Mr. Dimitriy Mednikov

Scotland
University of Dundee
Team coaches:		
Dr. Jacques Hartmann
			Ms. Lottie Haley-Lee
Team members:
Ms. Christiane Schleich		
			Ms. Christie Allan
			Ms. Blythe Petrie
			Ms. Ruby Davies

Turkey
Istanbul University
Team coaches:		
Mr. Enver Arıkoğlu
			Ms. Elif Başkaracaoğlu
Team members:
Ms. Özge Kisacik
			
Mr. Muhammed Buğrahan Helvaci
			Ms. Eylül Ataol
			
Ms. Bilgi Nur Aydoğmuş

Serbia
University of Novi Sad
Team coach:		
Mr. Miloš Radosavljević
Team members:
Ms. Milena Rašković
			
Ms. Jelena Jovanović
			Mr. Slobodan Aleksić
			Mr. Igor Bauranov

Ukraine
National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy
Team coach:		
Ms. Mariana Antonovych
Team members:
Mr. Pavlo Malyuta
			Ms. Polina Kulish
			Ms. Sofiia Kostomarova
			Mr. Stanislav Demianiuk

Sweden
Örebro University
Team coaches:		
Mr. Tarik Radwan
			Ms. Märta Johansson
Team members:
Ms. Natalie Staff
		
			
Ms. Negin Hamedanian Torghi
			
Ms. Nathalie Holvik
			
Mr. Max Andersson

Participating Teams National Rounds
England
University of Reading
University of Surrey
The Honourable Society of the Inner Temple
Hungary
Pazmany Peter Catholic University
Ireland
The Honorable Society of King’s Inns
The Netherlands
The Hague University of Applied Sciences
The University of Groningen
Romania
University of Bucharest
Babeș-Bolyai University
Russian Federation
Russian Foreign Trade Academy
Ukraine
Kyiv International University
Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv
Institute of International Relations of Taras Shevchenko University of Kyiv
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Team Sponsors
Bulgaria
Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski”
Denmark
Knud Højgaards Fond
Estonia
Law firm COBALT Legal
University of Tartu School of Law
Finland
Roschier Attorneys Ltd
HPP Attorneys Ltd
Finnish Lawyers’ Association
Finnish Bar Association
Georgia
Tbilisi State University
Germany
Kölner Gymnasial- und Stiftungsfonds
United Nations Association of Germany,
North Rhine-Westphalian Branch
DLA Piper
Görg Rechtsanwälte
Rechtsanwalt Dr. Johannes Dilling
Greece
The Property Development Company of
Democritus University Of Thrace SA
Hungary
ELTE Law School Student Council
Hungarian Ministy of Justice
Talented Student Program of Eötvös Loránd University,
Budapest
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Ireland
The Law Society of Ireland
McCann FitzGerald; A & L Goodbody
Beauchamps
Matheson
Poland
The Department of Law and Administration,
University of Lodz
Romania
Camera Notarilor Publici Timisoara
Russian Federation
National Research University Higher School of
Economics
Scotland
The Faculty of Advocates, Edinburgh
The Clark Foundation for Legal Education, Edinburgh
Serbia
Autonomous Province of Vojvodina
Vojvodina Bar Association
Law Faculty of the University of Novi Sad
Turkey
Istanbul University Faculty of Law Alumni Association
Hergüner/Bilgen/Özeke Attorney Partnership
Ukraine
Leiden Law School
Kinstellar
Avellum

Acknowledgements

Team Sponsors:

Van Vollenhoven Foundation

International Board of Review
The International Board of Review (IBOR) was composed of a panel of international experts trained in (international) law. The task of the IBOR is to assess the written memorials of the participating teams.
Mr. Lucian Bojin, Partner in Valentin & Asociatii SCPA
Mr. Matt Brown, United Nations Mechanism for International Criminal Tribunals
Ms. Ioana Cismas, Lecturer, School of Law, Stirling University
Dr. Katja Creutz, Senior Researcher, Finnish Institute of International Affairs
Ms. Zsófia Deli, Junior Associate, Horváth & Partners DLA Piper
Dr. Elaine Dewhurst, Senior Lecturer, School of Law, University of Manchester
Ms. Mehrnoosh Farzamfar, Doctoral Candidate, Faculty of Law, University of Helsinki
Dr. Dieter Fleck, Former Director International Agreements & Policy, German Ministry of Defence; Member of
the Advisory Board, Amsterdam Center of International Law
Mr. Nemanja Galić, Belgrade Law Firm Moravčević, Vojnović, Partners in cooperation with Schoenherr
Ms. Anna Glogowska-Balcerzak, Women’s Rights Centre
Mr. Kostiantyn Gorobets, Ph.D., Associate Professor of the Department of General Theory of Law (National University “Odessa Law Academy”)
Prof. Emeritus Pär Hallström, Department of Law, Umeå University
Prof. Frederik Harhoff, Professor in International Law, University of Southern Denmark
Ms. Lia Harizanova, nominated by Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski”
Mr. Maksim Holub, BILA Association
Mr. David Kendal, Senior Advisor, International Law, Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Ms. Sevda Keskin LL.M., Research Assistant, Ph.D. Candidate, Faculty of Law, Erzincan University
Prof. Dr. Ketevan Khutsishvili, Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Professor, Gender and Law Chair, EU
Studies Ph.D. Programme Head
Ms. Tetyana Komarova, Associate Professor of the Department of International Law (Yaroslav Mudryi
National Law University), Advocate
Mr. Dušan Kovačević, The Horovic Law Firm in Novi Sad, Serbia
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Mr. Lauri Kriisa, nominated by the University of Tartu
Ms. Sara Eve Levac, International Criminal Court
Dr. Anna Meijknegt, Assistent Professor, Tilburg Law School
Mr. Evgeny Minchev, nominated by Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski”
Mr. Pavel Myslivskiy, Legal Advisor
Dr. Verda Neslíhan Akün, Department of Public International Law, Istanbul University
Mr. Vasili Pavlov, Deputy Secretary-General, International Law & Arbitration Association (BILA)
Ms. Kseniya Pavlovich, Independent Researcher
Ms. Ioanna Pervou, Juris Doctor in Public International Law
Mr. Douglas Pivnichny, IAEA
Mr. Jan Primec, advanced LL.M. in Public International Law, University of Amsterdam
Dr. Olivier Ribbelink, Senior Researcher, T.M.C. Asser Instituut
Ms. Greta Ríos, nominated by Université Catholique de Lille (France)
Prof. C.G. Roelofsen, Professor Emeritus, Utrecht University
Mr. Alexandros Sarris, Assistant Professor of International Law, Leiden University College
Dr. Per Sevastik, LLD Public International Law, Örebro University
Prof. Dr. Sven Simon, Phlipps-Universität Marburg
Prof. Dr. Eka Siradze, Assistant Professor, Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
Prof. Yoshifumi Tanaka, University of Copenhagen
Dr. René Värk, Associate Professor of International Law, University of Tartu
Dr. Karolina Wierczyńska, Ph.D., Polish Academy of Science
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Judges Semi-Finals
The Judges who participated in the International Semi-Finals are highly qualified and well-trained professionals
and academics of international law. The Judges work for various international courts and tribunals,
international organisations, law firms and academic institutions.
Mr. Anthony Abato, Associate Legal Officer, International Criminal Court
Mr. Ali Alkhasawneh, Legal Counsel, Permanent Court of Arbitration
Ms. Caroline Allante, International Criminal Court
Ms. Maryam Ansari, Assistant to Arbitrators, Iran-United States Claims Tribunal
Mr. Frederik Barthel, Hoens & Souren Keereweer Advocaten
Ms. Antonella Bini, Researcher in International Law
Ms. Axelle Cartier, General Counsel-Europe, Excalibur Almaz Ltd
Mr. Cale Davis, Researcher, Grotius Centre for International Legal Studies
Ms. Elena Deliran, Lawyer
Mr. Ranesh Dhalganjansing, Dhalganjansing International Law Firm
Mr. Dimitrije Đukić, Associate, Beljanski Law Office
Ms. Anna van Duin, Ph.D. Researcher, Faculty of Law | University of Amsterdam
Ms. Alla Ershova, Ph.D. Candidate, Russian State University of Justice
Mr. Karim Eshragh, Legal Expert
Mr. Bruno Gélinas-Faucher, Law Clerk, International Court of Justice
Mr. Guez Guillaume, Law Clerk, International Court of Justice
Ms. Jelena Hadžić, Contracts Officer, UN-MICT
Mr. Nobuo Hayashi, Senior Legal Advisor, International Law and Policy Institute
Ms. Laura Hughes, Doctoral Candidate/Research Assistant, University of Cologne
Prof. Dr. Maria del Angel Iglesias, Professor Director, UNIR Universidad Internacional de La Rioja
Mr. Daniel Kaasik, Ph.D. Candidate, Oxford University
Ms. Whitny Kapa, Consultant, International Criminal Court
Ms. Marion Kappeyne van de Coppello, Ambassador, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Prof. Dr. Ketevan Khutsishvili, Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University
Mr. Werner R. Kranenburg, Attorney
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Ms. Michele Krech, Judicial Law Clerk, International Court of Justice
Mr. Davit Jaiani, Head of Administrative Department at The High School of Justice of Georgia
Dr. iur. Werner Miguel Kühn, Senior Officer, European Free Trade Association Surveillance Authority
Mr. Massimo Lando, Associate Legal Officer, International Court of Justice
Ms. Roos Lawant , Lawyer, Pels Rijcken & Droogleever Fortuijn N.V
Prof. Pétur Dam Leifsson, Supervisor for Public International Law, University of Iceland
Dr. Martha Mejía-Kaiser, Co-Chair Manfred Lachs Space Law Moot Court Committee, IISL
Ms. Marialejandra Moreno Mantilla, Research Fellow, Case Matrix Fellow
Prof. Pablo Mendes de Leon, Professor of Air and Space Law, Leiden University
Ms. Zahra Mousavi, Lecturer, The Hague University of Applied Sciences
Mr. Saamir Nizam, Trainee Solicitor, Maclay Murray & Spens LLP
Mr. Nemanja Novakovic, Associate, Law Office Stanivukovic
Dr. Giulia Pinzauti, Assistant Professor, Grotius Centre for International Legal Studies
Dr. Hossein Piran, Senior Legal Advisor, Iran-United States Claims Tribunal
Mr. Jonathan Reuveny, Senior Legal Counsel, Dutch Antitrust and Consumer Authority
Dr. Olivier Ribbelink, Senior Researcher, T.M.C. Asser Institute, Associate Professor, Utrecht University
Prof. Dr. Cornelis Roelofsen, Professor Emeritus, Utrecht University
Mr. Daniel Russell, Legal Consultant
Mr. Alexandros Sarris, Asistant Professor of International Law, Leiden University College
Ms. Weiwei Shang, Law Clerk, International Court of Justice
Mr. Birgitta Smits, Mediator, Result ADR
Ms. Dimitra Stefoudi, Researcher, International Institute of Air & Space Law
Ms. Christa Stünzi, Research and Teaching Assistant, Ph.D. candidate Institute for Public Law, University of Bern
Ms. Patricia Uribe Granados, Ph.D. Candidate, Grotius Centre for International Legal Studies
Ms. Andrea Varga, Ph.D. candidate/Research Associate, Leiden University/University of Cambridge
Dr. Annemarieke Vermeer-Künzli, Legal Counsel, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of The Netherlands
Mr. Ernst Jan van de Velde, Hoens & Souren Keereweer Advocaten
Prof. Mia Wouters, Professor University of Ghent, off Counsel LVP Law

Winners and Awards
The Winner of the Final Round
The University of Cologne
The Finalist Team Award
Leiden University
The Max Huber Award for Best Overall Score
Leiden University
The Carnegie Foundation Award for the Best Memorial on Behalf of the Applicant
Demokritus University of Thrace
The Carnegie Foundation Award for the Best Memorial on Behalf of the Respondent
The University of Cologne
The Award for the Best Oral Argumentation for the Applicant
Leiden University
The Award for the Best Oral Argumentation for the Respondent
The Law Society of Ireland
The Best Oralist Award
Mr. Conor Keegan, Leiden University
The Runner-Up Best Oralist Award
Ms. Wuraola Olatunbosum, The Law Society of Ireland
The Best Judge Award
Prof. Mia Wouters
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Telders Organizing Office
Grotius Centre for International Legal Studies
Leiden Law School, Leiden University
Wijnhaven, Turfmarkt 99, 2511 DP The Hague, The Netherlands
www.teldersmoot.com
TeldersMoot@law.leidenuniv.nl

